EN

Black Line
sauna heaters

for the perfect sauna experience

Made in Germany

BLACK LINE HEATERS

20 kg

20 kg

rock store

rock store

What is important for utmost relaxation
is, however, still the perfectly matched
combination of sauna heater and control
unit. This is the only way an excellent wellness experience can be created. Use this
opportunity so you can devote yourself
simply and comfortably to the relaxation
of body and soul.
Treat yourself to the perfect sauna experience and have a pleasant and relaxing day. With luxury class sauna technology from EOS.
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NEW

EOS Gracil W black | Bi-O Gracil W black

EOS Gracil black | EOS Bi-O Gracil black

EOS Cubo Avantgarde | Bi-O Cubo black

EOS BlackRock black

Versatile wall-mounting model for the (dry) Finnish sauna.
Very space-saving construction - only 27,5 cm depth (3 cm
gap to the wall).

Very space-saving construction with only 25 cm depth.
Thanks to the recessed terminal box EOS Gracil S black
can be installed in front of glass panels.

High-performance floor-standing sauna heater for the
Finnish (dry) sauna. Reinforced stainless steel construction, great for intensive commercial use.

EOS Gracil W black stands out through its sleek, straight-lined design and is a great match for modern upperclass saunas.

Triple-shell construction. Inner shell made of fire-aluminized steel and rock store as additional inner shell made of
stainless steel.

Premium class sauna heater for private and commercial
saunas. Striking, distinctive design thanks to the stylish
rock store extension frame with white quartz stones. Uniform appearance on all sides due to the (included) rear
wall. 15 kg quartz stones are included in the delivery and
are stacked on top of regular 25 kg sauna stones

EOS Bi-O Gracil W black with a built-in 1,5 kW vaporizer
on the right (2 l) and herbs bowl. Integrated dry-run protection with acoustic alarm.

EOS Bi-O Gracil black with a built-in 1,5 kW vaporizer on
the right (2 l) and herbs bowl. Integrated dry-run protection with acoustic alarm.

Rock store fits approx. 20 kg stones despite very shallow
construction.

Rock store fits approx. 20 kg stones despite very shallow
construction.

Power supply:
Outer shell:

Power supply:
Outer shell:

400 V 3N AC
Sheet steel, with high-quality, scratchresistant matt black finish

400 V 3N AC
Sheet steel, with high-quality, scratchresistant matt black finish

EOS Bi-O Cubo black with a built-in vaporizer placed
underneath the heating elements (approx. 7 l), herbs
and essences holder. Integrated dry run protection with
acoustic alarm. Water level indication at the front panel.
Rock store fits approx. 25 kg stones.
Power supply:
Outer shell:

400 V 3N AC
Sheet steel, with high-quality, scratchresistant matt black finish

The EOS BlackRock features a puristic high-contrast
design. The uniform appearance on all sides makes it
ideal for installations in front of glass panels or in the centre of the sauna - no rear side, no protruding terminal box.
Thanks to an optional 3 kW vaporizer, the EOS BlackRock
can also be used as Bi-O version for humid sauna operation. Retrofitting possible on site.
Rock store fits approx. 40 kg stones.
Power supply:
Outer shell:

400 V 3N AC
Stainless steel, side panels with
matt black finish
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A particularly classy ambience can be
achieved through the elegant, black color
of the heater and control unit, the technical parts of your sauna. Eye-catching yet
discreet – the quality sauna heaters of the
Black Line series by EOS unfold an extremely elegant, powerful line in your sauna.
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EOS Mythos S35 black | S45 black

Exclusive luxury class sauna heater for private and commercial saunas.

Floor-standing sauna heater with the exclusive matt black
finish on all sides for private and commercial saunas. The
special highlight are the black Cubius stones (included in
the delivery) that perfect the design of the heater.

Thanks to the flat rear side panel with the recessed terminal block these heaters may be installed in front of glass
panels or in the centre of the sauna.
EOS Herkules S25 Vapor black features a built-in 2 kW
vaporizer which allows to create various climate forms,
from a traditional dry Finnish sauna to a mild steamy
sauna or a herbal bath.
25 kg sauna stones included in the delivery.
Power supply:
Outer shell:

400 V 3N AC
Stainless steel, with scratch-resistant
matt black finish

Sauna cabin

Item no.

Item no. Bi-O Gracil W

Power

Sauna cabin

Item no.

Item no. Bi-O Gracil

Power

Sauna cabin

Item no.

Item no. Bi-O Cubo

Power

Sauna cabin

Item no.

Power

Sauna cabin

Item no. S25

7,5 kW

7 - 10 m3

94.7245

94.7327

7,5 kW

7 - 10 m3

94.7243

94.7247

9,0 kW

9 - 14 m3

94.7109

94.7276

12,0 kW

14 - 18 m3

94.7312

7,5 kW

7 - 10 m3

94.7250

9,0 kW

9 - 14 m3

94.7246

94.7328

9,0 kW

9 - 14 m3

94.7244

94.7248

12,0 kW

14 - 18 m3

94.7110

94.7277

15,0 kW

18 - 25 m3

94.7313

9,0 kW

9 - 14 m3

94.7237

18,0 kW

24 - 30 m3

94.7314

Item no. S25 Vapor

EOS Mythos heaters are also available as a vapor model.
The vaporizer is not built-in, but can be simply mounted to the left or right side which gives you more design
options.
Mythos black is available as S35 with 35 kg stones and S45
model with 45 kg stones.
Power supply:
Outer shell:

400 V 3N AC
Stainless steel, with scratch-resistant
matt black finish

Power

Sauna cabin

Item no.

94.7251

S35 - 7,5 kW

14 - 18 m3

94.6066

94.7238

S35 - 9,0 kW

18 - 25 m3

94.6067

S45 - 12,0 kW

24 - 30 m3

94.6068

S45 - 15,0 kW

24 - 34 m3

94.6069

Accessories

Item no.

Model

Item no.

Accessories

Item no.

Accessories

Item no.

Deco rear wall EOS Gracil black

94.7254

Deco rear wall EOS Bi-O Cubo black

94.7278

Vaporizer black 3,0 kW

94.7324

Deco rear wall Herkules S25 black

94.7241

Brackets for guard rail EOS Bi-O Cubo black

94.7279

Brackets for guard rail EOS BlackRock black

94.7325

Deco rear wall Herkules S25 Vapor black

94.7242
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EOS Herkules S25 black | S25 Vapor black

Power

Deco rear wall EOS Bi-O Gracil black

840

Black
elegance

BLACK LINE HEATERS

BLACK LINE CONTROL UNITS

EOS EmoTec D | H

EOS EmoStyle D | H

EOS EmoTouch 3

EOS EmoTec D – for dry sauna
EOS EmoTec H – for dry & humid sauna

EOS EmoStyle D – for dry sauna
EOS EmoStyle H – for dry & humid sauna

Innovative touchscreen control system - for saunas,
infrared cabins, steam rooms or hammams.

Premium class electronic control unit for demanding private and commercial operation.

Luxury class electronic control unit for demanding private and commercial sauna cabins.

Emotec features a separate slim-size display panel with a
TFT colour display with menu navigation in 18 languages.
The jog-dial knob allows to reach all essential functions
and makes settings in seconds.

Exclusive design – stylish display panel with glass front.

EOS EmoTouch 3 can control both dry and humid sauna
operation at the highest level of demands. A true “high
end class” experience for your entire spa, whether for private or commercial use.

Many advanced functions – such as extended week
timer, restricted access modes, energy saving ECO or
power boost HOT mode. Additional extension modules
for music and colour light control are optionally available.
EOS EmoTec H – with humidity control, for all EOS Bi-O
type sauna heaters. Humidity control effects either with
proportional to time switching or as per relative air
humidity (requires optional humidity sensor).
The very large scope of fine tuning tools and functions
allows to customize control for individual needs.

The display panel may be installed remotely at up to 100
m distance. For flush-mounting or surface-mounting
installation. With TFT colour display with menu navigation in 18 laguages, operation via capacitive buttons.
All functions as the EOS EmoTec series models.
Additional extension modules for music, coloured light ,
remote control and others are optionally available.
EOS EmoStyle H – with humidity control, for all EOS
Bi-O type sauna heaters. Humidity control effects either
with proportional to time switching or as per relative air
humidity (requires optional humidity sensor).

Control of up to 8 cabins from just one display panel (using extension modules). Combine saunas, steam baths,
hammams and infrared cabins as you wish - one control
panel provides fast, simple and easy access to all connected cabins and their functions.
The 7” capacitive colour touchscreen display with the
patented graphic user interface featuring a photorealistic
interactive cabin interior takes the operation to a completely new level of comfort. Smart guided setup, menu
navigation in 20 languages, on-site update possibility,
and fine tuning tools – leaving literally no wish unfulfilled.
Every connected cabin can be easily enhanced with additional control features - for example you can also control
music or LED coloured lighting.

Model

Item no.

Model

Item no.

Model

Item no.

EOS EmoTec D black

94.7256

EOS EmoStyle D black

94.6314

EOS EmoTouch 3 black (sauna)

94.6504

EOS EmoTec H black

94.5 94.7257 560

EOS EmoStyle H black

94.6319

EOS EmoTouch 3 black (hammam)

94.3991

Power Extensions
For sauna heaters with 10.5 kW or more power you will need a power extension unit,
like L09R relay box (9 kW) or contactor boxes LSG18 (18 kW) / LSG36 (2 x 18 kW).

LSG 09 (9 KW)

LSG 18 (18 KW)

LSG 36 (36 KW)

Item no. 94.4998

Item no. 94.5730

Item no. 94.4392
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